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Abstract

The aim of this review paper was to highlight the role played by physiotherapy/ physical therapy (PT)
journals through a preliminary search of PubMed to summarize the studies on analysis of reporting
among PT journals. There were two studies on trial registration policies of journals, and seven studies
performed content analysis of published articles: two for study design (randomized controlled trials,
controlled clinical trials), three for types of published articles, one for core literature, one for gerontology
and one for bibliometrics. There is a dearth need to produce more such reports of PT journals and their
performance trend along disease-specific, treatment-specific, outcome-specific, population-specific and
evidence-specific constructs in the future.
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Introduction

Physiotherapy/Physical therapy (PT) is well
recognized as an independent clinical profession
with growing professional autonomy [1] that had
paved its way to professionalism [2] and
professionalization [3] in all fields of medicine, for
evaluation and management of all health and disease
[4] conditions for people of all ages [5]. PT journals
play a comprehensive role in scientific evolution of
research in an era of evidence-informed physical
therapy [5]. The aim of this review paper was to
highlight the role played by physiotherapy/ physical
therapy (PT) journals through a preliminary search of
PubMed to summarize the studies on analysis of
reporting among PT journals.

Editorial Policies-Trial Registration
Costa et al [6] published the recommendations

from the International Society of Physiotherapy
Journal Editors (ICMJE) for clinical trial registration
in physiotherapy journals with prospective trial
registration being advantageous for avoiding
unnecessary trial duplication and to facilitate public
dissemination by reducing selective reporting and
publication bias.

Babu et al [7] reviewed the 13 MEDLINE-indexed
English-language physical therapy journals (Journal
of Geriatric Physical Therapy, Journal of Hand
Therapy, Journal of Neurologic Physical Therapy,
Journal of Orthopaedic and Sports Physical Therapy,
Journal of Physiotherapy [formerly Australian
Journal of Physiotherapy], Journal of Science and
Medicine in Sport, Manual Therapy, Physical
Therapy, Physical Therapy in  Sport, Physiotherapy,
Physiotherapy Research International, Physiotherapy
Theory and Practice, and Revista Brasileira de
Fisioterapia) for their editorial policies regarding trial
registration. Of the 13 journals, 8 recommended trial
registration, and 6 emphasized prospective trial
registration. 9% of the articles were clinical trials and
29% reported trial registration details, with  a
positive trend in reporting of trial registration
observed from  2008 to 2012.
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Content Analysis- Randomized Controlled Trials
Costa et al [8] reviewed to identify five core journals

in physical therapy (Archives of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation, Clinical Rehabilitation, Spine,
British Medical Journal (BMJ), and Chest)by
identifying those that publish at least 80 randomized
controlled trials of physical therapy interventions,
provide the highest-quality reports of randomized
controlled trials, and have the highest journal impact
factors. Their study had mixed findings that
suggested that high-quality trials are not necessarily
published in journals with high impact factors
because there were no significant relationships
among the rankings on the basis of trial quality,
number of trials, or journal impact factor.

Content Analysis- Controlled Clinical Trials
Turrillaset al [9] reviewed 10 Spanish

physiotherapy journals for describing 78 controlled
clinical trials (CCT) into as follows;  “Many of them
were multicentric, and Traumatology and
orthopaedics was the most studied field followed by
neurology. The most reported health problems were
back pain, fibromyalgia, arthrosis and stroke, and
the outcomes reported included pain control,
functional mobility and quality of life.”

Content Analysis: Types of Published Articles
Miller et al [10] evaluated 179 articles in 6

consecutive issues of the Australian Journal of
Physiotherapy (AJP), Physical Therapy (PTJ),
Physiotherapy (P), and Physiotherapy Canada (PC)
between 2000 and June 2001 to identify the type and
purpose of each article and assessed the rigor of
treatment and review articles. Majority of articles
were original studies, on human healthcare, and on
indirectly related topics on measurement properties
or on asymptomatic subjects. PTJ had the highest
pass rate followed by AJP, P and PC.

Paciet al [11] evaluated 1627 articles in nine
physiotherapy journalsto quantify the types of
research and review articles and found 205 (12.60%)
were randomized controlled trial (RCT).
Observational studies were most common as
validation studies and meta-analyses were least.
High heterogeneity was found in terms of distribution
over years and journals had an improvement of the
number of RCTs among years.

Saragiottoet al [12] evaluated the 7-year
bibliometric data, research design, research type
(human or animal), and clinical area for 1458 articles

published in four Brazilian physical therapy journals
(Revista Brasileira de Fisioterapia, Revista
Fisioterapiaem Movimento, RevistaFisioterapia e
Pesquisa, and RevistaActaFisiátrica). Level-2
evidence was most common,  followed by levels 3
and 1. Commonly, cross-sectional studies (38%),
single-case or case-series studies, and narrative
reviews were found, and mostly human studies on
musculoskeletal, neurologic, and cardiothoracic
conditions were found.

Content Analysis- Core Literature
Fell et al [13] analysed four databases to identify

core journals in the literature of physical therapy,
references cited in that literature, and the highest
coverage rate of core journals. Their study findings
were as follows; “journal articles were the most
frequently cited type of literature, with sixteen
journals supplying one-third of the cited journal
references. Physical Therapy was the most commonly
cited title. There were more cited articles published
from 2000 to 2007 than in any previous full decade.
Of the databases analyzed, CINAHL provided the
highest coverage rate for Zone 1 2007 publications.”

Content Analysis- Gerontology
Jones and Minichiello [14] analysed 144 articles

in the field of gerontology/geriatrics published
between 1980-88 in leading physiotherapy journals
in America, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom for source of publication and
authors, research design and possible professional
practice implications. The study found under-
representation of gerontology in physiotherapy
journals with a publishing trend towards data-based
articles; with less interdisciplinary articles and
limited inter-institutional collaboration.

Content Analysis- Bibliometrics
Teixeira et al [15] evaluated the frequency of

citations of 13,009 references in 456 locally published
papers in references of three Brazilian physical
therapy journals (Fisioterapiaem Movimento,
Fisioterapia e Pesquisa and Revista Brasileira de
Fisioterapia). Nearly 22% of cited works were local
articles and 7.89% articles did not cite national
articles and 13.25% articles cited more national
articles than international articles.

Discussion and Conclusion

There were two studies on trial registration policies
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of journals, and seven studies performed content
analysis of published articles: two for study design
(randomized controlled trials, controlled clinical
trials), three for types of published articles, one for
core literature, one for gerontology and one for
bibliometrics.

Previously published reviews on disease-specific
(cancer pain [16], cancer-related fatigue [17] HIV/
AIDS [18]), treatment-specific (death/bereavement
care [19]), population-specific (pediatric [20]),
outcome-specific(quality of life [21], attitudes [22],
knowledge/awareness [23]) and evidence-specific
(validation studies [24], randomized controlled trials
[25], systematic reviews/meta-analyses [26])
constructs were on palliative care journals. Earthing
of evidence implied the strong scientific foundation
available for informed decision-making (provided by
systematic reviews and meta-analysis) whereas
unearthing implied the development of innovative
research (through preliminary, laboratory and pilot
studies). Both earthing and unearthing of scientific
evidence is an essential recipe for evidence-informed
PT [27] as was recommended in a similar review by
Kumar et al which found three studies on PT journals
[28].

In an era of exponential growth of volumes of
evidence for PT [29], there is a dearth need to produce
more such reports of PT journals and their
performance trend along disease-specific, treatment-
specific, outcome-specific, population-specific and
evidence-specific constructs in the future through
rigorous content analysis methodologies.
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